Questions for RFR #R00B4400074
Project Manager (Senior)

The following questions were submitted for Project Manager (Senior) RFR #R00B4400074:

1. Is this a new position or is there an incumbent?
   There is an incumbent

2. With respect to the requirement, “Three years’ experience managing child care licensing subsidy and/or credentialing systems”, would MSDE be willing to make this a Preferred Qualification instead of a Minimum Qualification?
   Unfortunately, we are unable to change this qualification.

3. Are PMP certification and a Master’s degree required for this position, or would you consider project managers with prior MSDE project management experience?
   A PMP certification and a Master’s Degree are required.

4. Is PMP certification & Masters degree a must for this position? or Would MSDE be open to consider PMs with Prior MSDE PM experience?
   A PMP certification and a Master’s Degree are required.

5. Is this a new position or is any vendor providing this services thru CATS-2?
   There is a vendor providing this service through CATS II.